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University, city combine efforts to curb vandalism
By Denise Sakal
Staff Reporter
Vandalism has been a growing
problem for the dry and University, but
through a combined effort, the Bowling
Green police department and Campus
Safety and Security are addressing the
issue.
"We're trying to work out a program
to curb vandalism. In the past, we've
worked as two separate agencies. Now
we're trying to coordinate our efforts,"
William R. Bess, Campus Safety and
Security director said. "We don't know
if it will work, but working independently obviously hasn't solved the
problem," he added.
The city had a S.l percent increase in
vandalism from 1976, Galen Ash,
Bowling Green police, chief said
College students are not the main
cause of vandalism, Ash said.
"PERSONALLY, I THINK college
students take on most of the blame, but
the majority of the blame can probably
be placed on Junior high and high school
students. There are a lot of kids who
come in from outside the community
for an evening, and those are the kids
you can't get," he explained.

"The decrease in vandalism In the
downtown area, but an increase in the
overall city and campus area indicates
that it is just not college students," he
added.
Ash said damages range from
knocked-over mailboxes to destroyed
property, referring to a recent incident
at the Wintergarden Community Lodge
where four youths caused more than
$4,000 damage.
The department is working toward a
prevention program by keeping a more
detailed account of incidents to see if a
pattern develops, Ash said, adding that
the answer to the problem lies in
education, prevention and enforcement.
"IT WILL HELP us solve the
problem to put a finger on the cause. By
working with the city and sharing information, hopefully we will be able to
develop a certain type of predictability," Bess said.
There also Is a possibility that
campus service officers will work with
city officers as part of the mutual aid
agreement between the city and
University, allowing the departments
to assist each other upon request, he
said.

There has been a cry for a city youth
program, but, Ash said, "The type of
student who is likely to commit a
vandalism act will not be the one who
would go to a youth organization
anyway."
The University Is experiencing a
similar vandalism problem, according
to John M. Doroghazi, Technical
Support Services project analyst.
THREE YEARS AGO, damage in
dormitories amounted to $18,000, but
the following year that amount jumped
to $35,000, Doroghazi said, adding that
last year's damages totaled $41,000.
According to Doroghazi, most
damage occurs in men's dormitories,
with
Harshman-Anderson
and
Bromfield, Rodgers Quadrangle and
fraternities incurring the most
damage. Last year, $20,000 damage
occurred in men's dormitories, compared to $7,700 in women's dormitories.
Harshman-Anderson hall director
John Vautier attributed the high degree
of vandalism in the dorm to the large
number of freshmen and sophomores
and to the number of athletes housed
there.
According to Vautier, Anderson has
begun to hold dormitory residents
accountable for damage.

" FEW INDIVIDUALS actually do It.
But it's a mind set," Vautier said,
explaining that students take on the
attitude, "If they didn't do it, they
aren't going to worry about It."
"What we are saying Is, yes, you are
responsible for your friends," he added.
There was a 25 percent reduction In
damage fall quarter compared to the
previous fall quarter statistics, Vautier
said, adding that he is hoping for a 33
percent reduction this quarter from last
winter.
Vautier said glass light globes were a
main target of vandalism, adding that
he is trying to work with maintenance
to replace the glass globes with plastic
ones.

Academic Council unanimously
passed a motion to endorse proposal for
the establishment of a School of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation
(HPER) within the College of
Education. The new school will combine the present Health and Physical
Education (HPE) and Physical

Education and Recreation (PER)
departments.
After four sessions of deliberation,
members agreed to accept an amended
version of the original proposal with
two stipulations-that Implementation
costs be absorbed by the College of
Education from existing resources and
that only the school director be eligible
for administrative stipends and participation on the council of chairmen.

Inside the News
EDITORIALS: The News urges faculty to vote "yes" In the
collective bargaining election. Page L
SPORTS: The Falcon basketball team lost to Central Michigan, 8176. Page 8.
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50 percent chance of snow

According to Dr. David G. Elsass,
dean of the College of Education, the
school of HPER will be "In the best
interest of the students and University."
SOME OF THE benefits of that
departmental merger as outlined in the
proposal Include:
-The projection of a unified image of
the program;
—Integration of programs for
students and faculty;
-Improved program flexibility to
meet rapidly changing needs and
emphases;
-A common HPER designation for
all courses, which will permit greater
flexibility In faculty assignments; and
-Elimination of existing course
duplications.
The HPE and PER departments how
have separate chairmen, but the
proposed school structure will be
headed by one director.
And the school will be organized into
the divisions of health education,
physical education, recreation and

In the long run, Doroghazi said
students pay for the damage. Last year
it amounted to $3 a person. But more
importantly, he said the time and effort

it takes to repair the damages could be
spent toward normal maintenance
work.
According to Fayetta M. Paulsen,
assistant vice provost for residence life,
most damage occurs Thursday, Friday
and Saturday nights.
She added that night clerks patrol the
dorm halls from midnight to 6 a m. and
desk clerks watch during the day.
Bess attributes most University
damage to alcohol abuse, but said be is
anticipating a reduction In vandalism
with the opening of the rec center.
"It provides a structured release of
energy for University students. Instead
of going downtown to get drunk, they
can have a good time on campus," Bess
added.

SGA lacks a quorum
By Cynthia Letoe
Staff Reporter
The Student Government Association
(SGA) last night last night discussed a
variety of proposals but could not vote
on anything because there were not
enough senators.

Council endorses HPER school
By Terry Pofaxnak
and Mary Dannemiller

DOROGHAZI SAID that mere was
$1,400 in damages within the first two
weeks this month.
Although all areas of the University
have shown an increase in vandalism,
"the majority seems to be concentrated
in the building and maintenance
department." Doroghazi said.
He added, however, that a "great
deal of damage is not documented
because it is hard to distinguish
whether the damage occurred because
of vandalism or as a result of normal
wear and tear."

dance, general physical education and
intramurals and sports studies and
management
REACTIONS OF Dr. Terry W.
Parsons, HPE department chairman,
and Dr. Bemice E. Waggoner, PER
department chairman, indicated relief.
Parsons said that after "all these
years of debate" on the departmental
reorganization, the last four weeks
have been "anti-climactic."
He added that he had not expected
unanimous approval.
The decision was "long overdue,"
Waggoner said, and if the University
Board of Trustees approves the
proposal, divisions will be set up during
the next few months.
Elsass agreed that there will be a "lot
of hard work ahead."
After five or six years, the school of
HPER "will have proved to be a very
good move," he added.
"And student welfare will be greatly
increased by this merger," Parsons
said.

SGA needs at least seven senators
present for a voting quorum, but last
night several senators were working on
projects, had not attended the meeting
or perhaps were confused by a
prankster's posting of a different time
and place for the meeting.
SGA President Michael C. Voll called
a special meeting tommorrow at 4 p.m.
in 405 Student Services to vote on at
least one of the proposals - to allocate
$133 for the publication of 8,000 pamphlets on blizzard precautions to be
distributed to off-campus students.
Cindy Breitholle, SGA senator
sponsoring the project, said if SGA
approves funding the pamphlet tommorrow, they can be printed and
stuffed Into students' mailboxes by
Monday.
SGA also discussed but could not vote
on whether it should join the Ohio
Student Association (OSA), the
Columbus-based group representing
college students to the Ohio General
Assembly.
Voll and others said they believe SGA
should join the group, which will cost
$100 for the remainder of this year and
$200 next year because they attended
OSA meetings and found them useful.
HOWEVER, Tom Waahbush, assistant
to the SGA representative to the Board
of Trustees, said he believed OSA is too

involved in legislation. He said "I think
they still have a few radicals left from
the 1960's."
But others, including VoU, said SGA
should still join.
Voll said, "There's a radical faction...but more than that, there's
students interested in doing a good job.
SGA also discussed the proposed
shuttle-bus service service to and from
the Student Recreation Center. Last
night was the third and final night of a
trial run of the service.
DANA L. Kortokrax, SGA senator and
coordinator of the project, said about
125 persons rode the service Tuesday
night, compared with about 120 riders
Monday.
She said there have been few riders
on the off-campus routes of the trial run
and the best hours for ridership appear
to be from 6:30to 9:30 p.m.
Voll said even though SGA has only
collected about $10 a night in fares and
had to pay $40 to rent the bus, SGA will
consider continuing the shuttle-bus
because "It's a service. We're not
trying to make money."
SGA also discussed proposed changes
in elections procedures, plans to study
the introductory English courses and
suggested changes in academic advising.

13 students journey through Mammoth Cave
Last weekend, 13 University students
went on an "unearthly" trip into the
depths of Mammoth Cave in Kentucky.
The caves offer a number of
relatively easy tours, but these were
spurned by the students on the Union

Activities Organization (UAO) trip.
Instead, they chose the "Wild Cave
Tour," which is described at a
"rugged, strenuous tour over unimproved trails and through erawlways."
The program offers further en-

couragement by saying, "Participants
must be in excellent physical condition."
THE TOUR TAKES six hours, and
about two of these hours are spent

crawling on hands and knees, stomach
or in a duckwalk position through a
layer of limestone dust that soon covers
a person's body.
Knee pads, hard hats and headlamps
are provided for the spelunkers.
Tour guide Andrew Parsley told the
group that they had two hours to decide
if they wanted to "bail out" when the
tour reached an underground cafeteria,
which was the only place on the tour
with access to the "real world."
Temperature in the cave was 54
degrees and the students wore flannel
shirts or light Jackets to keep warm.
SOME OF THE openings in the cave
were so small that no person with a
shoulder width more than 44 Inches was
permitted to enter.
Parsley also told group members not
to wander off into the cave, threatening
to cancel the rest of the tour if anyone
ventured into a side aperture.
"It was like being In another world,"
John Gibson, junior, said.
Heidi Parfltt, junior, said the tour
was "fantastic." She added that she
enjoyed getting dirty and seeing all of
the cave's rock formations.

TIGHT SQUEEZE. University student Heidi Parfltt
crawls threagh the "Mole Hole" at Mammoth Cave
National Park In Kentucky. Seme of the opening! In the

cave were M null that at person with a iboulder
width mare than 44 inches was permitted to enter.

GIBSON SAID some large caverns
had waterfalls, but the waterfall's
origin could not be seen.
At one point. Parsley told the
students to turn off their lights. The
darkness was so complete that no one
could see their hands In front of their
faces.
During this time. Parsley also told
the group to stay silent for a few
minutes. Air pockets and currents In
the cave put pressure on the ears,
causing a humming or ringing noise
which grew in intensity.

BOB CURCIO dicks aroaad a earner in the 'Wild Cave Tanr" at Mammoth
Caves Natteaal Park. The tear takes six hears, and about two boors are
speat ta a less than upright position as the spelnnker Is required to stoop,
squat or crawl.
For the 13 students, the entire excursion was a long one. They left the
Unviersity at 9 p.m. Friday, drove to
the cave park near Bowling Green, Ky.,
before entering the Mammoth Cave at

10 a.m. Saturday.
After the six hour tour, they washed
off the brown limestone dust, changed
clothes and headed back to the
University.

Photos by Kyle Danaceau
Story by Roger Lowe

national columnist

carter will now do his Washington impersonation
WASHINGTON-The president
poshed • button and Gerry Rafshoon
unmedlatery showed up In the Ovsl
Offlce.
"Gerry," the President asked, "what
are you going to do today to improve
my Image?"
Rafshoon was stumped. It was the
first day since he took on the Job as
President Carter's Image-maker that
he hadn't come up with an Idea.
"MAYBE WE could fly over New
York state In a helicopter and see the
snow damage," Rafshoon said.
"Was there much snow damage in
New York?"
"No," Rafshoon said, "but that would
be good for your image. I can see the

Art
Buchwald
headline now: 'President Inspects Lack
of Snow Damage In New York State.
Says His Anti-Snow Policy Is Paying
Off."'
"I think you're reaching, Gerry. Isn't
there anything I could do to dramatize
my fight against Inflation?"
RAFSHOON LOOKED out the
window. Suddenly he said, "I think I

have it Why don't you throw a silver
dollar across the Potomac to show how
much faith you have in our monetary
system? T1M last one who did it was
George Washington."
The President thought about it a
moment. "Can you really throw a
dollar across the Potomac? I thought
the Washington silver dollar legend was
discredited by Jack Anderson In one of
his columns."
"Anderson printed the story based on
the fact that his source used a paper
dollar. Obviously you cant throw a
paper dollar over the Potomac."
"BUT,"THE President said, "if you
made a dollar Into a paper airplane,
and the wind was blowing right, you

could sail It across the Potomac. I
learned that at Annapolis."
"It's too risky, Mr. President. If you
sailed a paper dollar across the
Potomac as an airplane, and It nosedived into the water, the dollar would
sink on every money market In the
world. I think we should stay with a
silver dollar."
President Carter said, "There's one
thing wrong with your plan, Gerry. The
silver dollar Is out of drculatlon-the
new dollars are much smaller, and If
I'm going to throw one I will need all the
weight I can get."
"We could have the Treasury make a
special sliver dollar with tiny Jets In it
which could give it enough lift to get to
the other side."

opinion
vote "yes in
bargaining election
The statue of Justice stands blindfolded, the scale In her hand hanging
in a precarious balance. It is the perfect symmetry, the equality of both
ends of the scale which prevents It from tipping to either side. When such
a balance Is struck. Justice has been served; both sides are equal under
the law.
The noble principle behind the scale of Justice is analogous to the
effort by University faculty members to promote symmetry and equality
between themselves and the administration through the Implementation
of collective bargaining.
Collective bargaining is a tool through which faculty members feel
they can gain new powers they have been denied in the past and regain
old powers which gradually have been usurped from them over the years.
These powers include the right to have a strong and equal voice In
steering the course of the academic mission of the University, the right to
have an equal voice In the affairs and governance of the University, and
the right to determine their own destinies Instead of having their fate
dictated to them as feudal landowners did to their serfs.
The past attitude of administrators Is the raison d'etre for the election
to institute formal collective bargaining at the University. Faculty
members would not have pushed for collective bargaining If they felt they
had been fairly represented and treated and listened to by administrators
In the past. They feel they haven't, and they see collective bargaining as a
means to acquire collectively what Individually was impossible to gain
before.
Compromise, not conflict and intimidation. Is the prescription for a
content and productive faculty. Without having to worry about their fate
at the hands of omnipotent administrators, faculty will better be able to
concentrate their energies toward constructive Improvement of the
quality of education for students. By having a voice in their monetary
compensation, tenure, grievance procedures and hinge benefits, faculty
can more realistically plan for their future than administrators in Ivory
towers. By having a greater voice in University governance, faculty can
help determine the course of the University community, of which they
are an integral part.
The News urges faculty members to vote "yes" in today's election.
Collective bargaining Is simply a means to an end. If traditional methods
or mechanisms of acquiring or maintaining power no longer are a viable
force for the faculty. If administrators are ignoring the needs of such a
vital part of the University community, then collective bargaining Is a
necessary solution to the problem. Faculty have nothing to lose except
the shackles which hold them back.

irate over a
news' article
Your interesting article of yesterday
(BG News, Tuesday, 23 Jan 79) was
seriously flawed by inclusion of the last
sentence, a sentence which bears notat
all on "Alcohol cause of fighting,
vandalism." The sentence reads as
follows: "Most felonious crimes including robberies, assaults and
weapons involve minorities, he (Mr.
Derek Dickinson) said." That's itthat's an that was said-no context, no
discussion, no reason for saying what
was said.
I have been a resident of the
University community since September 1975 and I am well aware of
vandalism and crime on campus. These
phenomena are reflective of the society
at large and may disturb us but ought
not to take us totally by surprise.
' It is difficult or impossible to read
any other word but "black" for your
word "minorities" in the final sentence
of your article.and I am one University
resident who feels strongly that you
owe an apology both to the "minority"
community and to the University
community at large. I know dozens of
black students at the University and
number quite a few of these acquaintances aa friends. To my knowledge,
none baa bean involved in "robberies,
assaults and weapons (violations)." It
appears that you wrenched Mr.
Dickinson's remark out of context and
placed it randomly in your article. I
think your assertion, for it is your
ss—rtlfsi since it appeared without
context; is Inflammatory and insulting.
Coranrhr this, Ms. Zlotnik: If In fact

"They both could be sacked," the
President said. "Can't we find someone
in the government? "
"What about Mike Blumenthal? He's

secretary of the Treasury. If the press
finds out about it, be could always say
be waa testing the new American silver
dollar to see If it would fly."
"All right. Get back to me and let me
know if it's possible."
RAFSHOON RETURNED a few days
later, shaken. "Blumenthal threw a
silver dollar with all his might and It
only went halfway across the
Potomac."
"How did be explain it?"
"He showed me the labor statistics
for November. It seems the dollar will
only go half as far as it did 10 years ago."
(c) lf7t, Los Angeles Times Syndicate

'judgment is founded on truth...'

11 •

...

Letters

"THAT WOULD BE cheating, Gerry,
and I promised the people I would never
lie to them. We have to have someone
else try to throw it over secretly, to see
if it can actually be done. I don't want to
go out there on the banks of the river
with all the press covering me and fail
to do it"
"Good thinking, Mr. President. We
could get someone from the Washington
Redskins to try it out first. The question
is, should it be Joe Thelsmann or Billy
Kilmer?"

"minorities" are involved in a
disproportionate number of "felonious
crimes" here at school, and If In fact
these people are University students
(neither condition, you will note, is
supported in your article about alcohol
as a cause of vandalism), then does It
not foUow that since blacks are indeed
quite a minority at B.G.S.U., their
involvement In violent incidents could
be in self defense against racist individuals who are ignorant and
susceptible to inflammatory imprecations such as the final sentence of
your article?
Racism is an Insidious fact of
American life, Ms. Zlotnik. Part of our
mission at the University ought to be, I

speaking out

the greek connection--the good die young
There was a death in the community
late last quarter that went unreported
by the town press, which means the BG
News and, of course, the Obsidian, the
most consistent campus newspaper.
Possibly we ignored the death
because we Just wanted to believe it
didn't happen. It's not easy to lose a
friend. However, now is the time to say
it:
Rest in peace, Greek Connection.
WHILE SOME PEOPLE thought of It
as Just a place to fill their stomachs

went there to buy something, but it was
comforting to know it was there.

John
Lammers
before moving on, a loyal segment of us
thought of It as an oasis that refreshed
us from the monotony of campus life
with a taste of Greece.
Oh sure, maybe we never actually

WHEN A FRIEND like the Greek
Connection dies, you recall the funny
things that endeared it to us-the way it
would stay open all day with no
customers and nicknaming it "The
Grease Connection."
Those beautiful moments.
I remember the joke that was making
the rounds about its breakfast specialall you can eat for $2.19. According to
the anecdote, if you ordered It they

would give you French toast and a
bagel. When you asked for more, the
girl behind the counter would tilt her
head back and bellow, "That's all you
can eat for $2.19!"
The Greek Connection will be missed.
THE TORCH HAS been passed to
Samson's Sandwich Factory. It has big
shoes to fill, but we owe It to the
memory of the Greek Connection to
support Samson's.
In fact, the replacement has a great
deal to offer. Hamburgers, subs,
salads, gyros...
Wait a minute.
The Greek Connection had gyros, too.
Now, gyros aren't the kind of sandwiches that everybody sells, especially
two shops In the same building.
COULD IT BE? Could Samson's be a
reincarnation of the Greek Connection?
Did the Connection change its name to
start a new life under a different
identity? Is the Greek Connection
running from the law?
I think we have a right to know.
Samson's, the Greek Connection, or
whatever It Is-heU, it might still be
Burger Chef for all we know-owes us
an explanation for this vicious
alienation of affections.
IF THE GREEK Connection was
worried that its name might appear to
scandalously link it with fraternities
and sororities and changed its name to
avoid that, then we could accept that.
They could level with us.
Let capitalism be damned, Bowling
Green is asking for the truth.
John Lammers Is aa Assistant Sports
Editor.

think, to defeat racism, not feed it Ms.
Zlotnik, when writing for publication,
every sentence counts-every sentence.
If you intended to offend people, you
succeeded; if you didn't, I believe and
apology and a clarification are in order.
Dennis P. Quinn
Teaching fellow
Department of English
Editor's Note: Ctedy Zlotnik only
reported what Derek D. Dickinson,
director of Standards aad Procedarei,
said In the form of a paraphrase. TO*
should not be confused with the opialsns
of the reporter, but rather the interpretation of statistics by a news
source.

no place to run
Open Letter to Ben McGulre:
The News reported In Friday's paper
that "no shoes with black or dark soles
will be permitted In the Rec Center."
This includes Jogging shoes with dark
soles as they put marks on the floors. If
you really mean this, Mr. McGulre,
then I'm in big trouble!!
When the Rec Center first opened, I
decided that in order to rid my system
of the hostility I felt about a J29 increase in fees, I would take up running.
And in case getting rid of my tension
wasn't a strong enough motivation to
run every day, I even decided to Invest

in some very good running shoes so that
racing around the track wouldn't be
painful (as it often has been in my
Keds).
Now that the Center has been open for
three weeks, I'm very happy to have it
available and my body Is beginning to
respond favorably to the punishment
I've been putting it through.
So now you say I can't take my
"black-soled shoes" with me to the
Center any more. Does this mean that
in planning the Center no one took into
consideration the fact that nearly all
good running shoes have black soles?
Or that perhaps black marks on a

Jogging track are less important than
the health and comfort of the students
that use it (and pay for It)? Am I
doomed to choosing between buying a
pair of Keds (and sacrificing my good
shoes) and hoping not to break my neck
on slippery outside sidewalks?
Somehow, I think the Rec Center
Management has to let us know what
their list of priorities for the Center lain a less subtle way. Oh Dear, I feel my
hostilities coming back, and there's no
longer any place for me to run from
them!!
Martha Stevenson
228 S. College, 7
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The Business
of Death
Photos By by David Ryan
Story by Tarry Potosnak
"The farm folk up here wouldn't
think of putting a dog or cat in a
casket," Donald P. Johnson, general
manager of McCord Products, North
Dixie Highway, said.
But that doesn't stop McCord from
producing its line of pet caskets.
In fact, McCord Products, otherwise
known as The Faithful Friend Pet
Casket Company, is the country's
"largest manufacturer of quality pet
caskets," according to Johnson, and
about 6 percent of the company's total
sales result from that business.
"I THINK THE (pet casket) market
hs just starting to develop," Johnson
said. "I've had so many funeral

directors say that they were selling
more baby caskets for pets than they
were for babies."
Johnson said he sells most of
McCord's unusual commodity to
funeral directors or pet cemeteries who
"have a place to put the caskets."
And there are about 400 pet
cemeteries in the United States, including one in Holland, Ohio, that often
construct their own pet caskets, he
•aid.
So Johnson is trying to develop a
retail market for McCord's pet caskets,
although he has encountered several
difficulties.

formed (about pet caskets) yet."
But Johnson said he is advertising pet
caskets in pet-owner magazines. He
claims to have sold only 12 to retail
customers and doesn't contribute that
low number to sales activity of competitors.
"There are about five or six other
companies who make pet caskets,"
Johnson explained. "But some people
Just use baby caskets for that purpose."
McCord's "basic business is baby
caskets," Johnson maintained, adding
that the company was started In 1959 by
a funeral director and his wife.
The business now is locally owned
although it does little local business.

"Pet stores just don't want to handle
anything for death as well as the
products for life," Johnson lamented.
"And we sell very few to the general
public because they haven't been inInstead, McCord distributes its
products to customers in every state as
well as in Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islands, Mexico and Canada.
For babies and children, McCord
markets caskets in pink, white and blue
in five sizes with nine types of linings.
For pets, the caskets are made in five
sizes, but only in green and yellow with
white interiors, and there's a very good
reason for that, Johnson declared.

"OUR FEELING is that this (a
child's death) is the most traumatic
experience in anyone's life," he said.
"Heaven help that you should ever have
two neighbors-one who buries a baby
and one who buries a cat and the one
who buries a baby bought the same kind
of casket as the one who buries the
cat."
That benevolent attitude carries over
not only to the company's customers,
but to its 13 employees as well.
Most of McCord's work force has
been with the company for 10-15 years,
Johnson said.
Johnson had been with McCord since
1974, after 30 years in the automotive
business, and he said he is happy with
the move.
"You're not trying to solve the
problems of the world here," he said.
But he said that it is a "conversation
stopper" when people learn of his
business.
"And that's just because of the
subject matter," he said.

The actual caskets start with Emma Greer-"the molder." She
keeps the vacuum molding machines filled with sheet plastic which
is heated and formed into the caskets.

The Hardware is different on pet
caskets compared to what is put
onto the child casket. Elaborate
handles and hinges are for the
child casket.

All of the ulterior materials, of which there Is a variety, are sewn and pleated by hand. Seamstress Vera Lee Is finishing a piece
of silk which will be put Into a child casket
-.——■■■ jmaea^^m^am**

Speed Is not all that Important,
quality Is. Some of the finishing
touches are pat oa by hand with
care.

Gertrude Bryant does all the interior Installation herself -everything Is fitted Into the casket by hand.
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Tuesday Is

Salesperson
of the Week

Family Night at

Kentucky Fried
Chicken

Mike
Dunn

Save 55* on the regular 3 pcs.
Combination Dinner

Reg Price
Sale PliCO
$2.45
No/Sub
§1.g0
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I4fi Roll'em Over
•^ for Charily
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Congratulates

at the

Gamma Phi j
Beta
_ Bowling : :
Tournament «. •
: Saturday, Jan. 27:
University Union •
2ND ANNUM
BUZZARD

COMMONS
DINING HALL
Thurs. Jan. 25
8:00 P.M.
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Brother
Pat Doyle
on being elected
Vice President of
Internal Affairs of I.F.C.

0

THURSDAY
Meetings
Interview Sign Up. « p.m.. Second floor lounge. Student Services.
Ror school Interviews.
Gerontology Association, 7 X p.m., 101 Business Administration.
Open to all gerontology malors.
Management Club. 110 p.m., Club Pool. Student Rec Center. Open
to all members and their guests.
Eatertaiamont
Club Pool Swim. 10:3011:30 am .. Student Rec Canter. Open to all
eligible to use the Center.
Cooper Pool Swim, 11:30a.m.1:30 pm., Student Rec Center.
Club Swim, 1:30-4:30 p.m.. Student Rec Center.

•C^H^,

TOP 40 NIGHT
8 pm - 1 am

Romada Inn,
Perrysburg
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For a Job Well Done
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Bill Ciehanski
Dave Moore
Skip Ciranna
Spence Seaman
Casey Kalman
Gary McBride
John Belser
Doug Mann
Bill Garrett
Mike Hollowed
Bruce Michelich
Bryan Kynkor
Tony Deluca
Mark Rempe
Chris Pickett
Don Vargo
Bob Smercansky
John Walter
Rod Winkle
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• Large Dance Floor
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President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Asst. Treasurer
Social Chairman
Asst. Social Chairman
Public Relations
IFC Representative
Pledge Trainer
Athletic Cheir
Communications
Historian
Alumni Coorespondent
Librarian
Chaplain
Guards
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• Exciting Slide Show

I

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

4)

I

Spanish Conversation Hour, • p.m., Alpine Village, 117 N. Main St.
Music for dancing will be provided. Sponsored by Internetlonei
Studies office and Romance languages department.
Theater Production, • p.m.. Main Auditorium, University Hall.
"Livin- Fat." tl for students, S3 tor high school students and senior
citizens and S3 for all others.
All Camput Bear Blast, I p.m., Commont. Northeast. Sponsored
by the Marketing Club Admission SOcents
UAO Coffeehouse, I p.m. Midnight, The Side Door, Union. "Local
Talent Night" Sponsored by UAO. Admission X cants.
"The Insomniac Hour," 11 p.m.. The Side Door, Union. Admission
X cants. The radio comedy will be performed live tonight. The
show will be broadcast simultaneously over WBGUFM (II 1).

Sunday Night is:

• No Cover Charge

■

German Movie, 4.X p.m., Glth Film Theater, Henna Hall. "Zur
Sache Schatichen" will be shown. Sponsored by the German and
Russian departments.
Cooper Swim, 4:X 10p.m., Student Rec Center
UAO Camput Movie, * p.m., 210 Meth Sciences "The Pink
Panther." starring Peter Sailers, will be shown AdmissionII with
BGSU ID.

Camput Calendar It a dally lilting of camput tvanta (meetings,
lectures and antartalnmant) provided at a tarvlca to readers
Unless omerwlte noted, all events lilted are free and open.
Campus Calendar forms are available In the News office. 10.
University Hall. 372.2003. There Is no charge for submitting
listings to the section.
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THE BLUE MAX

WR BLAST

sflffls

ALPHA
TAU OMEGA

Campus calendar

HOW 010 IS YOUR NEEDLE?
Th« IIH « i needle tip cm belt bt
measured In PLAYING HOURS. An'tP
record plays about x minutes, or on.
Ituraj of an Hour par ilda.
A synthetic Sapphire (battar man
natural sapphire) It good for about eo
noun. A PFANSTIEHL Diamond Tip it
good for 400 to 400 hours play.

•3.00 off
6000 THRU
FS. 28,1979

LOST S POUND
Lost-blue Heron stone ring
(gold), women's bathrm., 1st fl,
library. Would vary much Ilka It
returned! No questions asked.
Reward S. EXTREME Santlmental Value. Polly: 7 5671
Help I I lost my coat at the NE
Commons Bear Blast Frl. Jan.
i« Navy blue parka with hood.
Please return to Compton Desk
or call 3-3362. No questions
asked I
Found: Ladles watch on lttn.
Gold electric digital found at
Boar Blast In NE Commons. 372
IPX.
Found 1 set of GM keys with
magnetic key holder. W. of
McDonald pkg. lot. Pick up at
BO News Office.
SCRVICESOFFIRED
Expert Typing I Reasonable
Rates 352-7X5.
Need
PHOTOGRAPHS?
SPECIAL
PRICES
for
STUDENTSI See us for portraits, passports, applications.
WEISSBROO Studio. Ill Clay.
352-2142.
Pregnancy Aid t Under,
standing. EMPA. 352 »3»3 ft 352
06X.
PERSONALS
Alpha XI Littles, Hope you had
fun on your hunts, we're glad you
finally found usl Lova, Your
Bigs.
^^
Congratulations Cathy S Ron on
your
Alpha
xi-Sig
Ep
lavallerlng. Love, the Alpha Xl't.
Rich, The long underwear ft
cotton tall were really cute, but
nothing can beet those eats!
Guess who. P.S. (aren't you glad
I didn't spread ft around B.A.
class?)
Harshman
ft
MacDonald
residents! Saturday Night at the
Side Door. Show your i.D. get in
free. 9-lam.
The Side Door wentt to Freak out
on your body! Saturday Night 9.
1. .» cants MacDonald ft Harshman I.D.'s oat you In free.
Watch for us at Happy Hours
Phi Dolt'!' Phi Mu's say
"THANKS" for the backwards
tea, causa It was twice as good at
we thought it would be.
Patty. Lena. Janet. It's great to
be a part of the family. Thanks
for everything. Lova, your Alpha
XI Littles Heather ft Shorn
Felix-Congrats on being KD's
outstanding pledge. You deserve
It, Klddol Love, Oscar.
Kim Titut best wishes to you ft
Jim on your engagement I Lova,
your AX Sisters.
Terrle, Happy B Day to my
INITIATION PAL. Glad you had

a wild weekend at the Alpha Slg
Tea ft your party Kathy
J.D.-To my wild ft crazy roomie;
what do you want whan you gotta
have something ft It's gotta be
sweat ft you gotta have aiot ft
you gotta have It now. K.K.
TEKiS O.l psyched far Friday
Night 11 Tali Data Party Will Be
Oynamltalll
CONGRATULATIONS Pletch on
being elected V.P. of Rush to
I.F.C. We know you'll do the best
lob. YITB. The Brothers
TO OUR "LIL" "SIS'S", You
were: gleaming Friday Night,
great Saturday ft Gorgeous
Saturday Evening. The Weekend
was magnificent. We Love Yal
The ATO Bro'l.
GET PSYCHED FOR THE
NEWEST GREEK EVENT!THE GAMMA PHI BETA
BOWLING TOURNAMENTSATURDAY. JANUARY 17,
1979.
■
The Billiard of 79 will be hare
tonight so blast your winter blues
awayl The all campus 2nd annual billiard bear Mast Is here at
last IPM In the commons.
Everyone Welcome I
Plsaaelle'i hat discount en all
party orders. Call isi-sut far
detellt.
LIBBEYGLASSWEAR
TUES.1WEDS.9 9
KIRK'S709S MAIN
NEXT-TONIW SHOP Vi et»
cietking sale. Tues. 10-4, Frl. I7: X. St. Aleyslas teapot.
Orand Opening Hi Fa*. The
Newest Eiperlence la B.O. Nile
Lite. UPTOWN.
HAVING A PARTY THIS
WEEKEND?
FOR
YOUR
COMPLETE PARTY SUPPLIES, CALL CHUCK. X1-S7I3.
REMEMBER. PABST N
PARTIESOO TOGETHER!
Schaelkids
Records
New
Delivers. Call 1S2-4I12 M place
yeurenser!
Starduster Pledges, Congrats on
finding your big brothers. As you
found gut we're a wild bunch el
guys. The Kappa Sigma
Brothers.
Congratulations Cameron on
getting secretary of I.F.C. Good
Luck In your new office, The
Kappa Sigma Brothers.
Gamma Phi Beta's, get psyched
for a wild time Friday The
Kappa Slat.
Delta Gamma's, Thenke for a
wild time on the ski trip. Maybe
we can tackle a mountain agam
sometime toon. The Kappa Slgs.
fh. tinging wet fine
The dancing was great.
The Alpha sig't really ret*.
Thanks far a good time. The

Zefes.
Big Lisa, The big hunt wet
superl What a great finale
finding you at the end of the
string. Lova L'll Lisa.
Lorll dldnt expect fo become
good friends with someone ai
famous at you, but I'm glad I
did. Congratulation! on the front
page picture ft good luck In this
weekend'! meat. Love ft Luck,
Lynn.
Sitters of Phi Mu: Friday night
should be a real hot night, so get
ready to party hardy ft boogie
down. The Brothers of Sigma
ChL
Slg Epa: The hawallan tea was
super; the "hefty" skirts ware
great. We'll be looking forward
to the next Alpha Phi Sigma Phi
Eptnon date. Aloha the Alpha
Phis.
From Animal House to Macho
Man. The Alpha Slgs deserve a
really big hand. Friday nltas tea
was really the bast. Fantastic
fantastic, however you say If.
We'll have to gat together agam
soon, so wa can replay It. Love,
the Zeta Sisters.
Dukle, They're offering beer
handling 101 Spring Otr. We
signed you up! Zata Lova, Karen
ft Nadlne.
Terrle. what battar way to
welcome in No. 22 than with the
Sweetheart song ft kisses from
the Alpha Sigsl Zeta love.
Tammy The Beer. XI bag ft
pancakes ware worth N to get
yau. Too, congrads on your That a
Chi lavallerlng. Like Bigs, Like
Littles. Hope mine showers ma
toon. Love, Your Little Kel.
WANTED
2 rmtei. needed. 352-29P.
1 F. rmte. to sublease ept. Spr.
Otr. Own turn, beorm. Only 195.
All ut 11 pd. N mm walk from
campus. Call 353 7161 after 5pm.
F. rmte. needed for spr. 4th St.
Apt, te*.mo. Call Angle 352 6240.
F. rmte. needed for Spr. Qtr.
Campus Manor Aptt. Call 352
oeta.
1 girls need F. rmte. to sublease,
turn. 2 bodrm. apt. Spr. Qtr.
Newteve Aptt. across from
Offenhauer. 190 mo. Incl. utn.
SS15M0.
Mast roommate needed-own
room, nice apart. Carl anytime
3S2-24M
HELP WANTED
United Parcel Service I* expanding again ft has openings at
Its Toledo facility for pt time
help unloading ft reloading
peeks get Shins are being added
with the following hrs. avail:
4:30am 1:00am ft 10:45am
3:30pm. Starting wage Se.79.hr.

Company
paid
benefits,
vacations ft Insurance. Please
contact your placement office for
further Info. Equal Opportunity
Employer, MF.
Now hiring busiori, dishwashers. Apply In parson or call
between 124 Men..Frl. 0930706
1411 S. Reynold! Rd. Maumee.
Victoria Station Restaurant. An
Equal Opportunity Employer.
RN full time 3 11. Apply Wood
Co. Nursing Home. Mon. Frl. a.
4:X 353-S4II
Attention fresh., soph ft some
junior males. Chance to make
sizeable hrly. rate while doing
various photo ad outlays. Must
be open minded. Send photo ft
tel. no. to: Bill Allan, 3845 E.
Lake Rd.. Sheffield Lake, OH
44054.
CORNER KITCHEN 103 S. Main.
Pt. time waiters, waitresses ft
grill cooki. Apply in person.
Now hiring full or pt. time
closers. Apply In parson. Rt. 20Ook
Mead-rlght
off
75.
Perrysburg, McDonalds.
Money-earn at much or as little
as you went or need. Contact
Doug Smith. 023-6101.
To work In our office 9:10.1:00
3 X 9:00 Students welcome. Wa
will train. Easy pleasant work.
Apply in parson IMVi N. Main,
upstairs above Centre Drue.
FOR SALE
Hart 100 cm Ikls ft bindings
S70.00. 352-3115after4pm.
1971 Firebird; Ph. 352 4959 after
5pm.
1973 Pinto-Mutt sell-Make offerl
354 1659
FOR RENT
1 bodrm. apt. to sublease. 11*0mo ft etec. Clean avail. March
15.352 7424.
2 bedrm. apt. for 4 students.
Near campus. 9 or 12 mo. lease.
3527365.
House. 4 bedrms. for 7 or I F.
students. Near campus. 9 mo.
lease. 1517365.
Apt. for rent. Furn. efflc. or 2 ft 3
bedrm. apt. for FALL or Summar. 256 S. College. Ph. 353 3411
House tor rent 2. 4
houses. 12 mo. loese for Fell. XI
1 Prospect ft ISO Troup. Ph. 353
XII.
THURSTIN MANOR APTS. AC
FULLY CARPETED. CABLE
VISION, EFFIC. LAUNDRY
FACIL. NOW LEASING FOR
SUMMER
ft
FALL.
451
THURSTIN. 352 5435.
Apt. to share. Own bedrm.
Considered by BGSU to be en
camput homing. 190 mo. ft eat ft
ph. 3534154.
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Choir festival
A Festival of Choirs featuring the University Gospel
Choir and choirs from other universities Including Kent
State University, the University of Cincinnati and Akron
University will be presented at 3:30 p.m. Sunday in the
Grand Ballroom, Union.

Exchange deadline
Applications still are being accepted for the German
Exchange Program. The deadline Is tomorrow. If interested, contact Dr. Edward Shuck, 372-2247.

Roommates needed
The International Students Program still is looking for
American students interested In rooming with French
foreign exchange students,spring quarter. For more Information contact Dr. Edward Shuck, 372-2247.

Mann chosen
John H. Mann, manager of WFAL, has been selected as
one of the 25 outstanding communication undergraduates
in the United States. The selection by the International
Radio and Television Society (IRTS) Includes an invitation for Mann to attend the IRTS Annual College
Conference next month on Long Island.

Housing Info
The Student Consumer Union is sponsoring an offcampus housing Information meeting featuring area
landlords, attorneys and city and University housing
administrators. The meeting will beat 7:30p.m. Tuesday
In the Ohio Suite, Union.

BSU candidate
All candidates for president, vice president and ombudsman of the Black Student Union (BSU) will be
presented to the student body for questions and discussion
at 8 p.m. today at the BSU meeting in the Amani Room,
Northeast Commons.
Voting will be at the Feb. 1 meeting.
Paul X Moody's denial for appeal by U.S. District Court
Judge Don. J. Young also will be discussed.

RSA votes 'support' for
self-sufficient bus line
By Frsak Brdthanpt
Staff Photographer
The Resident Student Association
(RSA) Tuesday night supported the
shuttle-bus service to the Student
Recreation Center if it can be selfsupporting.
The formal stand stipulated that the
transport service "be operated at cost
and receive no funding from the
Student Government Association
(SGA) or the Student Recreation
Center."
RSA member Rick Wetbl presented
the motion which said that general fee
money should not make up the difference If the shuttle service could not
fund itself.

Welbl said ha was concerned that
services offered by SGA or the rec
center, funded by general fees, might
decrease If either had to take on the
cost of the shuttle service.
THE TRIAL RUN of the shuttle-bus
service to and from the rec center
Monday night transported about 108
students, Welbl said, adding that the 10cent ride, which raised 810.80 in
revenue, did not pay for the first night
of service.
SGA rented the bus from the
University for 810 an hour for four
hours for each of the three nighttime
trial runs.
Weibl said the shuttle-bus Is a good
project for SGA, but he would oppose
the service if it had to be financed by

bridges between theory and
practice" by
"giviig
students opportunities for
clinical experiences to
strengthen teaching skills
before student teaching.''
She said the c'Lilcal experiences gradually will be
incorporated Into course
requirements in the College
of Education by I960.
THE LABORATORY
probably will be located on
the second floor of the
Education Building and may
be opened this summer, she

SGA or the rec center.
"It is a nice convenience to have as
long as you (students) pay for it
yourself," he said.
AT THEIR LAST meeting RSA
President Rick Haught listed several
reasons why the shuttle service would
be beneficial.
He said it would increase safety of
students going to and from the rec
center, relieve some of the parking
problems In the area and promote more
participation.
He added, however, that the service
should not be restricted as transportation to and from the rec center.
"It (the shuttle service) should
service students both academically and
recreationally," Haught said.

Agencies offer aid to
unsatisfied consumers
Editor's note: This is the last article of a series dealing with
car repair problems In the area.
By Keith Jameson
Editorial Editor
"Nothing is worse than coming down (to a car repair
garage) thinking you'll settle for 835 and getting hit with a 860
bill," Joe Mason, owner of Mason's Gullf Service, South Main
Street and Napoleon Road, said.
Many automobile owners know that feeling, but there are
several state and local agencies that can help consumers
with such complaints.
The complaint unit of the Ohio Consumer Frauds and
Crime Department was established to help consumers,
superintendent Marsha P. Muske said.
MUSKE SAID that the unit received 558 complaints concerning car repairs in October, which is only about 10 percent

New education lab will 'build a
bridge' between theory, practice
A partially state-funded
clinical laboratory for the
College of Education is being
developed because the Ohio
Department of Education
requires colleges and
universities to provide additional field and clinical
experiences to education
students, according to
laboratory coordinator Dr.
Janet Sullivan.
Sullivan, formerly a
faculty member of the
Library and educational
media department, said the
laboratory will "build

Moody's appeal
dismissed by
District judge

said, j
The lab will house audiovidual equipment, computerassisted instruction material
and circulation, collection,
study and micro-teaching
areas.
Sullivan said she la
working closely with faculty
and departments to learn
what
materials
the
University has and what
additional resources are
needed "to avoid duplication
and gain a wider variety of
equipment and materials for
student and faculty use."

S.G.A. Is Sponsoring
A COUPON GIVE-AWAY

SAVE UP TO '6.00

On Items From Dino's Pizza,
Myles Pizza, & Myles Dairy
Queen
CHECK YOUR 0N-CAMPUS MAILBOX
FOR THESE SPECIAL SAVING
MYLES*
DAIRY
QUEEN

To All Students Interested
In Moving Off-Campus:
There will be an off-campus housing
information night to be held on Tuesday,
January 30,1979 at 7:30 p.m. in the Ohio
Suite of the University Union. Members of
the discussion panel will include: area
landlords, attorneys, housing inspectors,
and University Housing administrators.
They will be available to answer questions
and comment on off-campus housing in
Bowling Green.
-Sponsored by the Student Consumer Union.

Renovation for, the, Jab
probably will begin In the
spring and the budget it
estimated at 885,000, she
said.

of all consumer problems concerning auto garages.
Before the attorney general's office becomes Involved with
a complaint, one of 10 staff members ensure that the individual has tried to settle the matter with the garage owner,
Muske said, adding that the consumer retains all parts and
paperwork for reference.
If the consumer fails to remedy the situation, be can call
the complaint unit to discuss the case with an investigator
who advises the consumer to fill out a complaint form, Muske
said.
THE CASE then is assigned to an agent who will contact
the repair shop about the complaint and decide whether It
warrants legal action.
"Roughly 60 percent to 70 percent of the complaints we
receive are resolved after the garage is notified about the
filed complaint. Less than 5 percent go to court," Muske said.
Students also can seek assistance from the Student Consumer Union (SCU), 405 Student Services Bldg., chairman
John Kloss said.
IF THE PERSON does not reach a settlement with the
garage, the student can file a written complaint and SCU will
notify the garage of the complaint After talking to both
parties, the SCU determines the garage's liability in the case.
Kloss added that consumers should get a written estimate
for all repairs because cases involving oral estimates an
difficult to resolve.
The matter usually can be solved before any extreme
action takes place, Kloss said.
"The customer has the right to question any charge that is
10 percent more than the estimate. But the garage also has
the right to stop working on the car. The two can usually
reach a compromise," the garage owner said.

The appeal filed by the attorney for Paul X Moody, 23,
was dismissed by US. District Court Judge Don J. Young.
Moody, a former University student, was convicted In
October, 1977, for the attempted rape of a University coed
on the campus golf course.
Sheldon Wittenburg, Moody's attorney, declined to
comment on whether he will appeal the case to the federa!
court level. Appeals already have been heard by the Court
of Appeals to Toledo and by the Ohio Supreme Court.
WITTENBERG CLAIMED that his client's rights were
violated when a statement was taken from him at Campus
Safety and Security, where he was denied use of the
telephone; when the prosecutor, Gary F. Kuns, failed to
disclose that police had issued an order that Moody be
held "incommunicado;" when the statement taken was
used as evidence at the trial, prejudicing the Jury; and
when Wittenberg was not allowed to suppress some
evidence from the trial.
Young said that even if Moody's "Miranda" rights had
been violated, statements taken as I result of the violation
are permitted into testimony to impeach the defendant's
credibility.
"This court finds no indication that the statement taken
on the night of April 18 was other than appropriately introduced for the purpose of impeaching Moody's
credibility," he said, adding that there was no attempt to
withhold Information from the defense.
Young said be based bis decisions on briefs from the
defense a nd the prosecution and actual trial transcripts.
Meanwhile, Gale Williamson, Wood County Common
Pleas Court Judge, had scheduled a hearing Feb. 2 "to
arrange for incarceration" of Moody.
The sentence, which could range from three to 15 years,
was stayed while the appeals were pending.

Student collapses,
dies from Illness
Roxann ToDlver, 20, a
University student, was dead
on arrival at Wood County
Hospital about 9:45 p.m.
Saturday.
Acting county coroner
Douglas Hess ruled that
ToUiver's death was caused
by a pneumonia-like illness
and that she died of natural
causes. She was taken to the
hospital by two friends who

were with her when she
collapsed Saturday night
while playing cards, Hess
said.
Tolllver lived at 214
Napoleon Rd. She was the
daughter of Rosie Lee
Jenkins,
Springfield,O.
Tolllver was employed at
Lane's Drugstore, North
Main Street. Services will be
held in Springfield.

LASALLE'S
ear piercing
clinic
for just 9.99... we'll pierce your
ears with 24KT gold-plated earrings
... then provide an additional
pair of Coro earrings, YOURS FREE
During our oar piercing clinic, a physician will
safely pierce your ear* in just seconds. Now
you can wear those terrific earring styles that
only come with pierced posts! You keep the
earrings that are used for the piercing . . .
they're 24KT gold-plated with surgical steel
posts. Plus .. . you can receive a second pair of
24KT gold-plated hoops, a $4 value, from our
special selection. Multiple or first piercings. No
children under 6. Parent or guardian must
accompany anyone under age 18.

Store Piercing Hours
Friday, January 26th, 12 noon to 5 p.m.
Saturday, January 27th, 12 noon to 5 p.m.

.

Shop Lasalle's in Bowling Green: Mon., Thurs. 8 Fri. 9:45-9
Tues.. Wed. & Sat. 9:45-5:30—
Lasalle's gives Golden Tokens with $5 purchase.
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Day in review

From Assoclafed Press wire stories

Iran closes airports to prevent Khomeini's return
Iranian military leaders moved
troop* and tanks into Tehran's airport
yesterday in a war of nerves that appeared aimed at preventing the exiled
Ayatullah Ruhollah Khomeini, the
shah's primary foe, from returning to
Iran.
Gen. Mehdi Rhimi, military governor
of Tehran, ordered the airport closed,
preventing an Iran Air Boeing 747
Jumbo Jet from leaving for Paris to pick
up the Moslem leader. Rhimi directed
later in the day that the airport be
reopened.

In Paris, Khomeini aide Ibrahim
Yazdl told reporters that the 78-yearoki religious leader planned to leave
Paris according to schedule tonight,
headed for Tehran to start replacing
the Bakhtiar government with an
Islamic
republic.
Yazdl said Khomeini would travel
aboard a chartered Air France Jet.

World
NO PLANE APPEARED to have left,
however, and there was no explanation
for the reopening of the field.
Meanwhile, Prime Minister Shahpour Bakhtiar said he sent a special
envoy to Khomeini to try to reach a
reconciliation with the man who led the
year-long revolt that forced Shah
Mohammad Rfjza Pahlavi to leave the
country.

"IF WE CANNOT LAND in Tehran
we will go to another airport in Iran,
and if we don't find one we'll come back
here," said Yazdi, who called the flight

"a calculated gamble."
Yazdl also said that Khomeini would
refuse to see any Bakhtiar representative unless he carried the prime
minister's resignation.
Thousands
of
pro-Khomeini
demonstrators drove to the airport this
morning in hopes of seeing the Iran Air
Jet take off.
But they found troops and Britishbuilt Chieftain tanks blocking the
airport. Onlookers were dispersed by
armed soldiers.
IRAN AIR CREWS, who had broken

On the eve of a week-long papal trip to Latin America, the Vatican said
yesterday Pope John Paul II will mediate a Chilean-Argentine dispute that
had raised fears of armed conflict
Vatican observers agreed the role was a "gamble" for the new pope.

THE VATICAN DECLINED to disclose details of the meeting, but Vatican
sources said the pope and Gromyko reviewed issues concerning peace in the
world and religious freedom in the Soviet Union.

IN TEHRAN, demonstrations
erupted for and against the Bakhtiar
government.
Hundreds of pro-Khomeini demonstrators and about 1,000 Bakhtiar
backers hurled stones at each other
near the U.S. Embassy.
In Marrakesh, the shah and his wife
Empress
Farah
posed
for
photographers for 15 minutes in their
first public appearance since they
arrived in Morocco from Aswan,
Egypt, two days ago.

Pollster Harris says
Cleveland has guts'

Pope to mediate
territory dispute
THE POPE LEAVES at 8 a.m. today (2 a.m. EST) for the Dominican
Republic on his way to open the third Latin American bishop's conference
with a ceremony at the basilica of Our Lady of Guadelupe in Mexico City. It
is his first trip abroad as pope.
The 58-year-old pontiff will travel to Puebla de Los Angeles, 80 miles from
Mexico City, on Saturday for the conference.
He will visit Caxaca on Monday, Guadalajara on Tuesday and Wednesday
and then will fly back to the Vatican Thursday after a brief stop in the
Bahamas.
The Rev. Romeo Panciroli, chief Vatican spokesman, announced the pope
accepted the two South American countries' request to help settle the
dispute over territory at the southern tip of the continent.
Panciroli did not say when the mediation effort would begin.
The pope met Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko for the first
time yesterday for two hours-one of the longest encounters between a
pontiff and a statesman in many years.

their month-long strike to fly
Khomeini's plane, accused government
agents of sabotaging the 747 and a
backup aircraft, both of which had been
disabled by removal of the engine
starters and fuel pressure transmitters.
Military officials first said the airport
would remain closed through
tomorrow, the day of Khomeini's
scheduled return. But later, Rhimi said
service would resume this morning.
Iran state radio reported that the
airport had been reopened late
yesterday. No flights were scheduled.

■%f~
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AP Wirepholo

BUSY PONTIFF- Pope John Paul II will attempt to settle a
Chilean-Argentine land dispute which many observers believe may
result in armed conflict. The 58-year-old pontiff will stop In the
center of controversy after a tour through Lattn America.

National pollster Louis Harris said
Tuesday Clevelanders have a "lot of
guts" and if they can stick out the
current city financial crisis, the city
will undoubtedly survive.
"You have guts as a community to be
willing to face the unvarnished truth of
what the nation thinks about
Cleveland," he said.
Harris, who conducted a survey on
Cleveland for the Greater Cleveland
Growth Association late last year and
another one on big cities in general,
said he found Clevelanders more optimistic about their city than those
utsideit.
But he said that conclusion was
irawn before the city defaulted Dec. 15
on f 14 million in bank loans.
HE SAID HE INTENDS to return to
Cleveland after the Feb. 2 vote on a 50
percent hike In the payroll tax and
selling the city-owned Municipal Light
Plant to see if perceptions have
changed.

"There was a sense that Cleveland
had a favorable tax base and a superior
labor force," he said. "There was also a
potential for growth that was thought to
be good. For all the feeling that the city
had declined, there was thought that
the future was bright."
Harris said Cleveland has the
problems that other big cities sufferperceptions that the cities are dirty, are
areas of crime and have poor school
systems.
HARRIS SAID IF cities are to attract
people back into the urban areas, the
perceptions of the city schools are the
most important to change.
Harris said in his nationwide poll on
big cities people were asked
specifically about the last six times
they went on a social outing, purchased
furniture or a major appliance, bought
clothing, visited a physician, or attended religious services. In all cases,
close to half of the people had been into
a city for the activities.

Were 150 foster care children killed in Guyana?
A congrssional panel, opening
hearings on child abuse, announced
yesterday it is investigating whether as
many as 150 foster care children were
placed in the Peoples Temple before the
mass murder-suicide last November in
Guyana.
Sen. Alan Cranston iD-Calif), said
that at his request, the General
Accounting Office (GAO) is examining
county foster care records in California
and the list of the dead from Jonestown,
the jungle commune founded by temple

leader Jim Jones.
"If names turn up on both lists,"
Cranston said, "it means the Rev. Jim
Jones may have received hundreds of
thousands of dollars in government
child support and that some of those
children died in the Jonestown
tragedy."

Human Resources subcommittee on
child and human development,
disclosed the inquiry by the GAO, the '
investigative arm of Congress, at the
outset of his panel's hearings on child
abuse in government-sponsored and
private institutions.

the senator said.
Kenneth Wooden of Princeton, N J.,
an authority on juvenile delinquency,
gave the subcommittee documents he
said show that the Peoples Temple and
some of its members operated foster
care homes for children in California.

"Millions of federal dollars spent
each year for institutional care of
American children end up financing
virtual hellholes where children are
beaten, starved and sexually abused,"

"THE LATE REVEREND Jones was
receiving from the federal government
and the state of California $137,000
annually for the operation of Happy
Acres, an institution for 13 young

CRANSTON SAID one such death
already has been verified. He did not
identify the victim.
Cranston, chairman of the Senate

MIXES • WINES • CHEESES • MEATS • IMPORTED BEERS

DELICATESSEN i
WINE SHOP
MOST SELECT WINE SHOPS
IN NORTHWEST OHIO

TAKE OUT

- SANDWICHES KOSHER CORNED BEEF
KOSHER ROAST BEEF
KOSHER PASTRAMI
KOSHER PEPPER BEEF
IMPORTED POLISH HAM
WHITE TURKEY BREAST
KOSHER BEEF SALAMI
HAM SALAD
CHICKEN SALAD
BRAUNSCFfWEIGER

HOME OF THE FAMOUS

GRINDER
SUB SANDWICH!
18
VARIETIES
%■

R. MONDAVI
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
INCLENOOK
PAUL MASSON
CUVAISON
BEAULIEU
SIMI
WENTEBROS.
SPRINC MOUNTAIN
BURttESS
KENWOOD
CHARLES KRUC
PARDUCCI
ALMADEN
SEBASTIANI
GEYSER PEAK
SOUVERAIN
MARTINI
CONCANNON
FETMR
CHAWELLET
BERINJCER
ST. MSHELLE
HEITZ
DRY CREEK
MEIERS

SONOMA
MON AMI
CRIBARI
CALLO
WIDMER
GREAT WESTERN
LOS HERMANOS
CARNEROS CREEK
KALIN
VIRGINIA DARE
ST ACS LEAP
MONTELENA
and more

FRANCE
CERMANY
SPAIN
PORTUGAL
JAPAN
GREECE
HUNGARY
ITALY
MADEIRA

From Around
The World

IMPORTED BEERS
BASS
GUINESS
MOOSEHEAD
ST. PAUL
SKOUL
CINCI
MOLSONS
KIRIN
KRAKUS
ASAHI
HEINEKEN
GROLSCH
BLACKHORSE

OVER 40
DIFFERENT
CHEESES FROM
AROUND THE
WORLD

4

1068 NORTH MAIN

(NEXT TO THE STATE LIQUOR STORE)

352-8434

children being strung up by the arms
and legs in iron cages, held in solitary
confinement in leg irons and handcuffs,
teargassed and placed as punishment
in dormitories with older inmates who
sexually abuse them," Cranston said.

"Some insitutions for handicapped,
abandoned or delinquent children are
apparently providing abysmal living
conditions for children in return for
millions of dollars in federal support,"
he said.

Cranston and Sen. Birch Bayh (DInd.), have introduced legislation that
would authorize the attorney general to
initiate or intervene in actions on behalf
of certain institutionalized individualsincluding
children-whose constitutional rights may bave been
violated.

"WE HAVE HEARD reports of

<

TOLEDO LOCATION
3400GLENDALE
SOUTHLAND SHOPPING CENTER
TOLEDO
382-5656

ANGRY TENANTS
D0NTWEAG00D
SENSE 0E HUMOR

WE KEEP
OUR TENANTS HAPPY
CALL

MAURER—GREEN RENTALS
352-0717

RUDOLPH'S
BAKERY
GERMAN STYLE
BREADS

- COME IN AND EfOWSE AROUND THE WORLD OF WARZY'S -

DELI £ WINE SHOP

retarded persons," Wooden said.
Cranston said his subcommittee had
found that the "apparent misuse" of
federal child support payments to the
Peoples Temple might obscure an even
larger problem.

8:30-5:00 DAILY

OR STOP BY 224 E. WOOSTER
FOR A LIST OF APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
1, 2, AND 3 BEDROOMS-EFFICIENCIES

Semi-Annual Clearance
Sale
Womans Shoes
Regular thru. '42.00
Now $15.31
AAens Shoes Regular thru $56.00
Now '19.13
AAens and Womens Winter Boots
Select Group at % toVi off

niki's bootem
I quality footwear for men and women ^^J

"FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED FOR THE PAST 76 YRS"

9

"

Stodium PIOJO • 352 0525
Opan io«dally, Frl. 10 9

^^^
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Latest fad: TV
discovers crazy
collegiate antics

Financial windfall acts
as catalyst in livin'Fat'
Review by
JadyBaJec

byJbnVonSchuliag

ABC'S "DELTA HOUSE," the first of
three lew camptu-baied televlilon
canedtei to reach the icreen, featorea
Joah Maatel at Blotto Blutanky, the
younger brother of John BehnU'i immortal Bluto Blutanky of "Animal
Home." Blotto Joined the fraternity In the
scene pictured above, from hut Thursday's opening episode, but, attired hi a
three-piece suit, made a bad first Impression. He later earned the respect of his
brothers, however, by agreeing to Join
them for "Just one" beer, then downing
one entire pitcher In a single slnrpf below).
"Delta House" moves into its permanent
time slot Saturday evening. NBC's
"Brothers and Sisters" and CBS' "Coed
Fever" soon will Join the campus comedy
sweepstakes Inspired by the success of
"National Lampoon's Animal House."

All of a sudden, being a college student has become a
fad. That hasn't happened since the 19301, when college
boys and coeds wearing raccoon coats, stuffing rumble
seats and swallowing goldfish caught the nation's fancy.
Here we are, over half a century later, more or leas
minding our own business, when suddenly the cameras
and spotlights again are focusing all around the campus.
First came the movies: "Paper Chase," "Fraternity
Row" and, of course, the recent biggie, "National
Lampoon's Animal House." The tatter's financial success
blew open the floodgates that have since let in a wave of
new TV series: "Paper Chase" again, "Brothers and
Sisters," "Coed Fever" and "Delta House" (or "Son of
Animal House").
IN AN AGE when the public seems taken up with the
notion that student performance levels are dropping by
the minute, this new exposure may end up adding fuel to
the fire. With the exception of some of the "Paper Chase"
gang, the students populating the TV campuses generally
fall into two categories-flex maniacs or degenerates.
Some even fall into both categories, all of which should
make things Interesting the next time you ask your bank
or your parents to support you for another year of college
life.
In other words, don't be too shocked if, on your next visit
home, your Ud sibling asks you to crush a beer can
against your forehead or down a bowl of Jello In one clean
slurp. We're officially a fad now, and there's no tailing
where it's all going or Just how long it will last.
If the fad lasts for more than Just a TV mini-season,
however, the networks will be hard pressed for new ways
to showcase the college scene. So, you might expect some
of your favorite series to undergo a few changes, like the
following, in an effort to fit the trend:
"ALL MY ROOMMATES"- Daytime soap opera set on
a college campus (followed by "Search for Diploma" and
The Young and the ID-teas").
"Faculty Feud"-Teams from various departments
compete for salary Increases, tenured positions and additional parking spaces.
"Violation!"-Action-adventure series focusing on the
daring exploits of the Parking Service squad, who daily
risk their lives swooping down on illegally parked cars.
"Bur$ar"-Stakes are high, large sums of money are
won and lost with the flip of a coin-all In the exciting
world of the Bursar's Office, where tuition and general
fees are fought over and divided up.
"The Six Million Dollar Rec C«nt«r"-Details
unavailable since, at the time of this writing, only half the
script was finished.

CONCERT
MIKE WARNKE PLUS JUBAL
America's Leading
Christian Comedian!
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 10,'
8:00 P.M.
ARCHBOLD H.S AUDITORIU
ARCHBOLD. OHIO
$3.50 Adv.
. $4.50 Door
MAIL ORDER TICKETS
LOCAL TICKET
OUTLETS:
co UNDER THE SUN
P.O. BOX 264
VILLAGE PREACHER
ARCHBOLD. OHIO
131 S. MAIN
43502
BOWLING
CREEN.QH 10
»'X>i«vie»ie>«'^'«»
»"

DELTA
UPSILON
CONGRATULATES
ITS NEW OFFICERS
PRESIDENT
Chuck Collinge
EXECUTIVE V.P
Dave Rhodes
ADMINISTRATIVE V.P.. .Jeff Jones
TREASURER
Bob Boron
SECRETARY
Jeff Stubbs
RUSH CHAIRMAN
Jeff Jones
ASST. RUSH CHAIR
Bob Apelt
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN ... Dave Kesig
ATHLETIC CHAIRMAN Bob Bonner
IFC REP
Jeff Jones
STEWARDS
Tom Kirk
Paul Ekey
PLEDGE ADVISOR ..... Dave Hiatt
ASST. PLEDGE ADV
Bruce
Kauffman
CHAPLIN ... Rev. Alex J. Molnar Jr.
HISTORIAN
John Wood
SCHOLASTICS
Walt Versen
CHAP. RELATIONS ... .Jeff Hurley
CORR. SEC
Chris Rieman
SERGEANT-AT-ARMS... Bob Apelt
H.W
Cralg Brass

The University Theatre production
'Livin' Fat," directed by Alex Marshall, a doctoral candidate in theater,
opened last night in the Main
Auditorium, University Hall.
"Livin' Fat" was written by Judi Ann
Mason while completing her degree at
Grambling State University. The play
won the American College Theatre
Festival Regional Award for Original
Playwrighttng and the Norman Lear
Award for Comedy.
Marshall met the playwright while
teaching at Grambling State University, and directed the prize-winning
performances. Mason now is a staff
writer for Norman Lear's television
comedy,"Good Times."
THE FACT THAT Marshall has
worked with the script and writer,
enables this hilarious play to be enjoyable to all audiences.
David Lee Carter, played by Ira
Cranon, accidentally finds a great sum
of money where he works. The play
centers around how he deals with his
newly found wealth.
Lee's first reaction is to buy his

family and friends what they have
always wanted. He does not anticipate,
however, the tribulations this endeavor
causes.

THE PARENTS, sophmores Cynthia
Pearson and Nathaniel Johnson, are
good Christians who oppose their son's
aspiration. Pearson displays the
consistency in language, posture and
diction of a true conservative.

HIS "HIP" GRANDMOTHER Is on
his side. Played by senior Natalie
Edmond, Big Mama is overjoyed by the
wealth, which enables lier to acquire a
new color television.

David Lee and his friend. Boo, played
by freshman Burl Ellis Jr., add excitement to the controversy over the
money.
Aside from a few Individual Inconsistencies, the total effect is
dynamic. The group played off one
another's lines well, creating a total
cohesiveness. The cast excelled in
portraying the reactions of a lowerclass black family to unfamiliar circumstances.

Edmond is a superb ictress. With her
crazy witticisms and kpr Jolly attitude,
the character is controlled, yet
hysterical.
She offers an effective contrast to the
characters who disagree with her.
The only criticism for her character
is that, although a' young acting
grandmother, she probably should have
been given facial makeup to show a
little more age. After all, there are
three generations on stage, and it is a
little difficult to tell age without some
makeup.
David Lee's younger sister, played by
sophomore Terri Carter, also Is
overjoyed by her brother's wealth and
purchases a new stereo. Carter plays
the young girl with all the excitement
and freshness anticipated. She and
Edmond effectively portray the contrast in generations.

THE SET, designed by Silas Morse, is
unique in that the inside of the house is
emphasized, but the outside environment also is constructed to give
more depth to the setting.
It is a modern play, set in modern
times with modem people and feelings.
The costumes by Tina Egeland-Taylor
don't let you forget that.
"Livin' Fat" runs through Saturday.
Curtain time is 8 p.m. and admission is
$3 for adults and »1 for students.

MYERS AUTOMOTIVE CENTER
RADIATOR REPAIR

ENGINE TUNE-UPS

BRAKES - WRECKER SERVICE
A pizza never hod It so good, m

- SERVING B.G. FOR 20 YEARS OPEN7-6DAILY

7-12 SAT.

320 E. WOOSTER

PIZZAS-SUBS

PH. 352-3607

NEXT TO ROY ROGERS

Fast Free Delivery

352-5166

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 a.m.-10 p.m.
1 -800-438-8039

LOOKING FOR NEXT YEAR'S
PAD?
Try Ridge Manor Apts.
Conveniently located at 519 Ridge

SCHOOLKIDS'
RECORDS
now delivers
Mon.-Sat. 5-10 p.m.
TO ORDER

Call
1352-4812

Model Open (N0.I6)
Mon-Tues-Wed
6:30-9:00 pm

COUPON
cents off any album
Jo delivered
5:5 p.m.-10p.m. Mon thru Sat.
JO 352-4812
l° expires Jan 31
COUPON
!

z50

RATES INCLUDE ALL
UTILITIES
2 person - 9 Vi mo'$300
3 person-9'/4 m^. $340
4 person-9'/2 mo.^360
Year Leases Availa
At Reduced Rates
Call 352-07I7 or
Stop at Model

BUFF
APARTMENTS
1470 Clough St.
Now Renting for
Fall & Summer
All Utilities Paid-Except Elec.
2 Bedrooms Furnished
Laundry Facilities On Premises
Bike Shed - Open Fall, Spring,
& Summer

Phone 352-2915

LOWEST
PRICES
CUT-OUTS

$4.99
$2.89-$4.89

GREAT SELECTION of paraphernalia,
posters, tapestries, silk screens,
burlaps & T-shirts

THE SOURCE

Records - Tapes & Paraphernalia
518 East Wooster across from Founders
HOURS: 10-9 Mon.-Sat.

12-7 Sun.
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Sports
Controversy
Goaltending call turns tide
By Steve Sadler
Sport* Editor
There seemed to be several different viewpoints on one
particular play that occured late in last night's Bowling
Green-Central Michigan Mid-American Conference
basketball game at Anderson Arena.
"The play" was a call by the referees that gave Central
Michigan a three-point play and eventually was the difference in the Chippewas 81-76 victory over Bowling Green.
With the score tied at 74-74 with 41 seconds left in the game,
Central Michigan's Val Bracey got credit for the basket and
also made the ensuing foul shot that gave Central Mlchgan a
79-74 lead that they would never relinquish.
As you might expect, the man who reaped the benefits of
the call thought it was a good one, while those who suffered
from it didn't like it.
"I THOUGHT it was on the glass," Central Michigan coach
Dick Parfitt said after the game. "He went up big with it and
was using the glass. He can stuff, even though he doesn't look
it, so he can go up big. I think it was up on the glass coming
down."
In the Bowling Green locker room, the man who was
whistled for the infraction saw it a different way.
"No, it didn't hit the glass," Kopystynsky said. "I felt my
wrist hit the rim, but I didn't think it was goaltending when I
took it away from Mm.
"Yea, I fouled him with the body, but I thought I could take
the chance of him maybe making one out of two, but three
points, that kills us," Kopystynsky said. "Three points and
that's It"
YET A THIRD opinion was rendered in the office of

Bowling Green coach John Weinert.
"I didn't think it was goaltending," he said. "It was
crucial, we might have only been down one point"
But Weinert refused to blame the officials for the call,
perhaps being too easy on the men in stripes.
"THATS a judgement call," he said. "And I'm not going to
blame a guy for that call. The hardest call to make in
basketball is goaltending. That's not what beat us."
In Welnert's opinion, and his is the one that counts, the key
t> the loss was the Falcons poor play in the final minute.
With the score tied at 74-74, the Falcons committed a costly
turnover on a bad pass to the corner. The goaltending call
and three-point play came on Central's next trip down the
floor and Central was in command.
"No way with 1:19 left to go should the ball go to the corner," Weinert said. "We've got to stop beating ourselves. If I
could pick a position to be in against Central on our own floor
it would be tied with the ball with 1:19 left to go.
"WHEN you get down to 1:19 in a game you should never
beat yourself. I wish I could say it's the first time, but I've
seen it happen for two-and-a-half years.
"We have no concept of what a lead is or how much time is
left, it's getting disgusting," he said. "I thought we did every
thing right until the last 1:19. A championship team doesn't
do that. That's why Central has won three of these (close
games) now."
Central Michigan (11)
Janer, 2 04. Guydon, 7 014; Troph, 5M2; Graultr, ll 4 2J; Bracey,
44 16. Newman. 102; Rambad', 10 2. Sweeney, 10 2, McCool,2-0-4;
Totals. 349 II.
Bowling Green (76)
Mldey. 2 0 4. Newbern, 100 20; Spencer. '4-1*1 Grey, 4-2 10; Barnes.
30-4; Kopystynsky. 7 0 14. Miller, 113; Totals; 34 • 7o.

Saginaw upends women cagers
By Dong Ban-

"We didn't expect them to press," Bole said. "Once we got
used to it we did ok."

Home was not so sweet for Coach Kathy Bole and her
women's basketball team as they fell prey to the Saginaw
Valley State College Cardinals last night at Anderson Arena
71-81.
The Falcons had just lost four of five road games and
Coach Bole was hoping the home court advantage would be a
remedy, but it did not turn out that way.
BOTH TEAMS had lost narrow decisions to Eastern
Michigan and Wayne State so the game was expected to be
dose. But the Cardinals broke to a 16-6 lead midway through
the first half and maintained a 10-16 point lead through most
of the game.
Saginaw Valley's pressing defense forced the Falcons into
39 turnovers.

THE CARDINALS hit only one more field goal than BG,
but they won the game at the foul line hitting 19-30.
"We were atrocious from the line (11-23, 47 percent), she
said.
Charissa Urbano ted the Falcons with 24 points and
Michelle Stevens added 20 points on a 10-14 night from the
floor. Both grabbed 10 rebounds to lead that department.
THE FALCONS forced Saginaw Valley into 43 turnovers
but Bole said she wasn't pleased with one aspect of BG's
defense.
"We didn't position ourselves properly on defense so we
committed a lot of reaching fouls," she said.

FRESHMAN FLASH- Bowling Green freshman guard Marcus
Newbern drives between two Central Michigan defenders in action
last night at Anderson Arena.

Nawiphoto by Fran* Ireltluept

Cagers out of race?
By Dan Firestone
Assistant Sports Editor
To Bowling Green's basketball team, Feb. 3 isn't such a
big day any more.
It could have been, but after last night's loss to Central
Michigan, it just won't be the same.
That's the date the Falcons are scheduled to meet the
Toledo Rockets in Centennial Hall. Toledo currently leads
the Mid-American Conference (MAC) with a 7-0 mark and
the chances of Bowling Green winning the conference
title, which has eluded them since 1968, are all but
mathematically impossible.
IT DOESNT mean Bowling Green won't beat the
Rockets, because if it is a typical Toledo-Bowling Green
baskeioall clash, records won't mean much.
But what it does mean is that a Toledo loss would still
leave them in first place, provided they beat Central
Michigan Saturday, which will be televisri on the PBS
"MAC Game of the Week."

If Toledo beats the Chippewas, it could be over for
everyone in the MAC barring disaster in the second half of
the season by the Rockets.
Toledo had an advantage to start the season when thelr
schedule had them playing Bowling Green and Central
Michigan just once.
THOSE THRi:E teams were picked before the season to
finish in the top three spots, which made last night's loss
so critical to the Falcons.
Bowling Green Coach John Weinert and the rest of the
MAC coaches will agree that to win the conference their
teams have to win all their home games.
Bowling Green is 2-2 at home. Both losses, Central and
Ball State, were to teams now ahead of the Falcons.
Reverse the outcomes of those games) with better BG free
throw shooting, maybe an official's call-last night, a last
second shot-missed against Ball State) and all of a sudden
Feb.3 is a big day again for BG.
Nine MAC games are left for the Falcons, but even they
know chances are slim after last night

'Officiating more involved

presents

than fans realize'-Wortman
ByPatHyland
Assistant Sports Editor

PEABO
BRYSON
Author and Artist
of the hit single,
a
Tm So Into You

»?

Special Guest Star
to be announced

8:00 ?M.
Monday, February 19
Grand Ballroom, Union
Tickets

$6.00

Tickets go on sale Monday January 29
Ticket Outlets:

Union Ticket Office, Finders, The Source
and other* to be ennounced.

* No bottles, cans or smoking
permitted in Grand Ballroom.

Referees are a unique breed of human beings.
Ideally, they are supposed to be able to sprint down the
field with the wide receivers, be as forceful as middle
linebackers, control tempers like the head coach and see
every aspect of each play like the fans.
BOB WORTMAN has been a referee for over 30 years. He
has been the number one official in two Super Bowls and has
refereed two NCAA basketball finals. But when he dons his
black and white striped shirt, he becomes the object of howls
and jeers from both players and fans.
At the Toledo Press Club Tuesday evening, Wortman said
his profession is more involved than the average fan realizes.
"You wouldn't believe the Hies the National Football
League has on each referee," he said. "Those files have all
the calls I've ever made in any game, the calls I didn't make,
and even the ones I should have made. They've got film clips,
photos and grading sheets on each ref. All you have to tell
them is what game you want to know about and there it is in
that file."
The Findlay native attended Findlay High School and
Findlay college before beginning football officiating in 1947.
WORTMAN WAS head referee in Super Bowl VI in 1972 and
again last year, and officiated the 1975 NCAA finals between
UCLA and Kentucky and the Michigan-Indiana game in 1976.
Which sport is tougher to ref ?
"Mentally, pro football is tougher," he said. "So much is
involved overall. But basketball is more demanding
physically.
"Eighty-five percent of basketball games are won or lost in
the last five minutes of the game," he explained. "That's
when you want the officials to be fresh. At the same time
that's when we're usually looking for the door. Hell, we're
tired."
Wortman said that consistency in basketball officiating Is
the most overrated Issue to date.
"HOW IN THE HELL can you have consistency with two
different human beings on the same court?" he reasoned. It's
physically impossible to develop consistency. We try to do
our best, but it's just impossible."
He added that the game of basketball has changed
dramatically in the last few years.
"The skill in basketball is gone," he said. "Now it's a
matter of who gets that ball and rams it through the hole.
Skill doesn't win games any more. And our officiating has
had to change because of it."
According to Wortman, the National Football League
places limits on what officials can say about an issue through
the press.
"THE NFL SAYS ref s have to sit hack and not make any
waves about the big Issues," he said. "So no matter what we
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Bob Wortman
do out there, we've got to swallow what the press says about
us."
Wortman said that he thinks the biggest problem involved
in refereeing professional football Is the activity on the
benches rather than the activity on the Held.
"The players stay very composed in most instances," he
said, "although they do tell you what they think of you. But
the sidelines is another thing. It's really unbelievably filthy
what we have to take from them."
Wortman said that although there are very few
disqualifications in the NFL, fines are levied on players for
infractions detected on game films.
ACCORDING TO Wortman, top rate of the NFL pay scale,
including duty in the Super Bowl, is 826,700.
"For 20 days of work, that's not bad," Wortman joked.
"But those are very demanding days. We travel over 100,000
mites each year on the airlines. Last year 41,000 calls were
made, and only three or four were controversial.
"We're an intricate part of each ball game, and people
have to realize that," Wortman said. "Officials are very
proud men."

